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Abstract
We discuss the relation of the M-9-brane with other branes via dimensional reductions,
mainly focusing on their Wess-Zumino actions. It is shown that on dimensional reductions
along three dierent directions, the Wess-Zumino action of the M-9-brane gives that of
the D-8-brane, the IIA NS 9-brane, and the \KK-8A brane", respectively, the last two of
which were obtained via dualities. So, it is concluded that the relation proposed previously
is consistent from the viewpoint of worldvolume actions. We also give some comment on
the relation of the "exotic" KK-8A brane with spacetime superalgebras.
tsato@icrr.u-tokyo.ac.jp
1 Introduction
M-theory is conjectured to be the strong coupling limit of the 10-dimensional (10D)
type IIA string theory, and the 10D IIA string theory is to be the S1-compactied M-
theory in the vanishing limit of the radius[1]. So, based on this conjecture, the 10D
type IIA theory and all of its constituents are considered to have their 11-dimensional
(11D) origins[2][1]. As is well known, however, the 11D origin of 10D massive IIA theory
has not been completely understood yet. This is due to the fact that the massive IIA
supergravity has a cosmological term (composed of a mass parameter m)[3][4][5], while
there is the no-go theorem that 11D supergravity forbids a cosmological term if general
covariance is assumed[6]. The mass parameter is the dual of the eld strength of a RR
9-form potential to which a D-8-brane couples, and the corresponding D-8-brane solution
can be constructed only in this massive IIA theory[7][5]. So, the 11D origin of the D-8-
brane is also unclear, although it is conjectured to be a 9-brane called \M-9-brane" from
studies of the M-theory superalgebra[8][9] (see also ref.[5]). Some attempts have been
made to resolve this problem[10][11][12], and one of them is \massive 11-dimensional
(11D) theory"[11]. This theory requires target-space elds to have a Killing isometry
(whose direction is parametrized by a coordinate z). Then, the no-go theorem is avoided,
and such a eld theory (called \massive 11D supergravity") can be constructed that it
gives the bosonic part of the 10D massive IIA theory upon dimensional reduction along
z.y Moreover, the M-9-brane solution, which gives the D-8-brane solution on dimensional
reduction along z, can constructed in this 11D theory[13]. This means that the solution
describes the M-9-brane wrapped around the isometry direction. So, reducing this 9-brane
along the transverse direction, one obtain a 9-brane which carries a NSNS charge, called
\NS-9A brane"[8][14]. This is a spacetime-lling brane, used to construct E8E8 heterotic
string[14].z Furthermore, if one regards the isometry direction as a special worldvolume
direction, there is the third possibility: to reduce along a worldvolume direction dierent
from the isometry direction[15][16][17]. This gives rise to another kind of IIA 8-brane
called \KK-8A brane"[16][17], which still has a Killing direction as a worldvolume one.
It is argued in the literature that this 8-brane is related to the S-dual of a IIB D-7-
brane called \NS-7B-brane". The target-space solution corresponding to the 8-brane is
constructed in ref.[16], as a solution of another 10D IIA supergravity obtained from the
massive 11D supergravity via dimensional reduction along a direction dierent from the
yIn fact, only bosonic sectors have been constructed in this theory, but it is called \super"gravity since
it reproduces bosonic parts of the ordinary 11D supergravity in the massless limit. (and if the dependence
of the elds on z is restored).































Figure 1: The relations of branes
Killing one. In summary, from the target-space eld theory point of view, the relation of
the M-9-brane with other ones discussed so far is represented as Figure 1.
On the other hand, they have also been discussed from worldvolume theory point of
view. To be concrete, (bosonic parts of) their worldvolume actions have been presented[11]
[18][19][17][20][21]. In particular, the worldvolume actions of the NS-9A brane and the
KK-8A brane are obtained via (chains of) dualities in ref.[14][17][20]. If the relation
represented in Fig.1 is correct, precisely the same actions should also be derived from the
M-9-brane action via dimensional reductions. However, this has been achieved only as for
their kinetic terms[17], since the Wess-Zumino action SWZM9 was obtained very recently in
our last paper[21]. The purpose of this paper is to examine the consistency of the relation
of the M-9-brane with others from the viewpoint of their worldvolume eective actions,
by discussing dimensional reductions of SWZM9 .
The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we rst review the massive
11D theory and the M-9-brane worldvolume action. Then, we discuss its dimensional
reductions. In section 3 we give the conclusion and discussion, especially on the relation
of the KK-8A branes and spacetime superalgebras. Finally, in the appendix, we present
the KK-8A WZ action given in ref.[20] to compare with the derived action.
2 Dimensional reductions of the M-9-brane
Review of the massive 11D theory and the M-9-brane WZ action:
In the massive 11D theory[11], all of the target-space elds are required to have a
Killing isometry which is described by a Killing vector k^^. (We denote the direction
by the coordinate x^z = z and take k^^ = ^z.) The original target-space elds of this
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theory are the metric g^^^ and the 3-form potential C^^^^,
x whose gauge transformations
are dened as
g^^^ = −m[^^(ik^g^)^ + ^^(ik^g^)^]; C^^^^ = 3@[^^^ ^] − 3m^[^(ik^C^)^^] (1)
where (ik^T^
(r))^1^r−1  k^^T^ (r)^1^r−1^ for a eld T^ (r). ^ is the innitesimal 2-form gauge
parameter, and ^ is dened as ^^  (ik^^)^. The dual elds of the 3-form C^ and a \1-form
potential" k^^ are the 6-form and the 8-form potentials C^
(6) and N^ (8), respectively, whose
gauge transformations for a constant mass background are dened as[11]
C^
(6)








3  4!@^C^(ik^C^) + 8m^(ik^N^
(8)) + 168@^(5)(ik^C^) + 8@Ω^
(7)g[^1^8]: (3)



















^1^4  f4@C^ + 3m(ik^C^)(ik^C^)g^1^4 (5)
G^
(7)









^^  2@[^k^^] −mjk^j2(ik^C^)^^ (7)
(ik^G^
(9))^1^8  8f@(ik^N^ (8)) + 21(ik^C^(6))@(ik^C^)






are the eld strengths of C^; C^(6); k^ and ik^N^
(8), respectively.{
The 10-form potential C^(10), to which the M-9-brane couples, is transformed under
























(10))^2^10] when 1;    ; 10 6= z: (10)
xFields and indices with hats are 11D, while those with no hats are 10D.
{In the case of N^ (8), its full eld strength is dicult to construct, but that of ik^N^
(8) can be obtained,
and it is sucient in this case[21].
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This is determined so as to keep the invariance of the 11-form eld strength
G^(11) = (ik^G^
(11)) = 10f@(ik^C^(10))− 36@(ik^C^)(ik^N^ (8))





the 10-form arises in this theory through the duality relation
mjk^j4 = −  G^(11): (12)
That is, C^
(10)
^1^10 for ^1;    ; ^10 6= z does not appear in this theory.
In this approach, the M-9-brane wrapped around the compact isometry direction is
described[13], and its worldvolume eective action is constructed as that of a gauged -
model, where the the translation along k^^ is gauged[22][11][18]. Denoting its worldvolume
coordinates by i (i = 0; 1; ::; 8) and their embeddings by X^ ^() (^ = 0; 1;    ; 9; z),
the worldvolume gauge transformation is written by X^
^ = ()k^^, where () is a
scalar gauge parameter. To make the brane action invariant under the transformation,
the derivative of X^ ^ with respect to i is replaced by the covariant derivative DiX^
^ =
@iX^
^ − A^ik^^ with the gauge eld A^i = −jk^j−2@iX^ ^ k^^ [22]. Then, based on the gauge











































































S(r)i1ir  S^(r)^1^rDi1X^ ^1   DirX^ ^r for a target-space r-form eld S^(r)^1^r . b^i de-
scribes the flux of an M-2-brane wrapped around the isometry direction, whose massive
gauge transformation is determined by the requirement of the invariance of its modied
eld strength K^(2)ij = 2@[ib^j] − @iX^ ^@jX^ ^(ik^C^)^^ (i.e. b^i = ^i). We note that SWZM9 is
exactly gauge invariant if the worldvolume 8-form !^(8) is transformed as













We discuss dimensional reductions of this action in the following. In fact, the expression
of elds using the covariant derivative DX is not convenient to discuss them, So, we












i1ir  S^(r)^1^r@i1X ^1   @i1X ^1 . We note that DiX^ ^ = @iX ^ for ^ 6= z and
DiX^
z = −A^i.
(i) The dimensional reduction along z:
First, we show that on this reduction the D-8-brane WZ action is derived. In this case
we split the coordinates x^^ for ^ = 0; 1;    ; 9; z into (x; z) ( = 0; 1;    ; 9). Then, the
relations of the 11D to the 10D elds are[11]8><>:
g^ = e
−2=3g − e4=3C(1) C(1) ;
























where B is the NSNS 2-form, ~B(6) is the 6-form gauge eld dual of B, and C(r) (r=1,3,5,7,9)
are the 10D RR r-form potentials. The relations of worldcolume elds are that b^i corre-
sponds to the BI eld on the D-8-brane Vi and !^
(8) corresponds to an 8-form !(8).





(CeF j9−form + m
(p=2 + 1)!
V (dV )p=2 + 9d!(8)): (20)
where F  dV−B. This is exactly the D-8-brane WZ action in a massive IIA background[23][24].
So, this reduction is consistent with the part of the relation given in Fig.1.
(ii) The dimensional reduction along the transverse direction:
Next, we show that on this reduction the NS-9A brane WZ action is derived. In this
case, we split x^^ into (x; y) ( = 0; 1;    ; 8; z), and dimensionally reduce SWZM9 along y.
The relations of g^^^ ; C^; and C^
(6) to the 10D elds are the same as (16) and (17) except
for the replacement z ! y. So, the 10D Killing vector k is dened as k  k^, and
k^y = jkj−2e4=3(ikC(1)). The dimensional reduction of (ik^C^(10)) is(
(ik^C^
(10))19 = −(ikB(10))19 ;
(ik^C^
(10))18y = −(ikC 0(9))18
(21)
where B(10) is a 10-form to which the NS-9A brane is considered to couple[14], and C
0(9)
is a 9-form potential, to which the KK-8A brane couples. (The dierence of this 9-form
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C
0(9) from the usual C(9) will be discussed later.) Their gauge transformations can be











(7) is gauge elds to which the \KK-6A brane"[16][17] and a IIA KK-
monopole couples, respectively. The reason for N (7) 6= C(7) is that the denition of ik^N^ (8)
itself, the 11D origin of N (7), depends on k^. (see eq.(4)). The relations of worldvolume
elds are that b^i = d
(1)
i for i = 0; ; 8 and Y () = c(0) where d(1)i is a vector eld and the
scalar Y () corresponds to the transverse coordinate y.
Moreover, in this case, a certain truncation procedure is needed. This is because the
obtained brane is a 9-brane in 10 dimensions, that is, a spacetime-lling brane. So, due
to the charge conservation law of the 10-form gauge potential, the number of the brane is
constrained to be 32, and that it needs modding out by a certain Z2 symmetry, implying
that the IIA supergravity multiplet is truncated to the N=1 supergravity one (see [25] for
a review). Base on the duality argument, the following truncation condition on the RR
elds is proposed in ref.[14]:
C(1) = C(3) = 0 (23)
C(9) = 0: (24)
In particular, the last one is derived via T-duality from the condition that the IIB 10-
form C(10) is zero, and this condition, together with the duality relation of C(9) (m 
fdC(9) +   g) implies a massless background m = 0. However, this 10D theory still has
an isometry direction. So, taking into account the relation to the (massive) M-theory,
discussed in ref.[16][14], it is reasonable to expect that the 9-form potential which should
arise as a T-dual of the IIB 10-form C(10) in this case is not the usual 9-form C(9) but
C
0(9), whose duality relation is obtained from (12), as
mjkj4e−4  (dC 0(9) +   ): (25)
In this paper we assume the above expectation and set the truncation condition:
C
0(9) = m = 0: (26)
On the other hand, The truncation conditions on ikN
(8) and ikN
(7) have not been
discussed before, but in this case we can infer it from the duality relation (8). Dimen-
sionally reducing (8) along y and substituting the truncation conditions (23) and (26)
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for it, we have @(ikN
(8)) = 0, which essentially means ikN
(8) = 0 (but no truncation
condition on (ikN
(7))). We note that after the truncation, the dimensional reduction of
A^i is A^i = Ai  −jkj2@iXk.

























This is exactly the same as the WZ action of the NS-9A brane given in ref.[14] !k Thus,
we conclude that the relation of this part in Fig.1 is also consistent. We note that
gauge invariance of the obtained WZ action of the 10D brane is automatically guaranteed
because its 11D origin, i.e. the M-9-brane WZ action is constructed in a gauge invariant
way.
(iii) The dimensional reduction along a standard worldvolume direction:
Finally, we show that on this double dimensional reduction, the KK-8A brane WZ
action SWZKK8A is derived from S
WZ
M9 . In this case we denote the worldvolume indices of the




(0)) (i = 0; 1;    ; 7). Then, we set the ansatz:
X8 = 8; @8X
 = @8!
(1) = @8!
(0) = 0; (28)
and consider the dimensional reduction along X8 = 8. The relations of the target-space
elds are the same as those in the previous two cases except for the replacement of z or
y ! x8. The dimensional reduction of A^i is
A^i = f1 + e2jkj−2(ikC(1))2g−1fAi + e2jkj−2(ikC(1))C(1)i g
= Ai + f1 + e2jkj−2(ikC(1))2g−1e2jkj−2(ikC(1))DiXC(1) (29)
A^8 = f1 + e2jkj−2(ikC(1))2g−1e2jkj−2(ikC(1)) (30)
where Ai  −jkj−2@iXk, as given is ref.[18]. The dimensional reduction of !^(8) is
!^
(8)
i1i78  !(7). For later use, we dene the \eld strengths" of !(1) and !(0) as
K0(2)ij  K^(2)ij = 2@[i!(1)j] − (ikC(3))ij (31)
K(1)i  K^(2)i8 = @i!(0) + (ikB)i: (32)
kTo make the complete correspondence with the action of ref.[14], we have only change our notation
as C(3) ! −C(3); B ! −B and Ai ! −Ai
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In fact, the action SWZKK8A is complicated, and it is a bit dicult to see that the action
derive from SWZM9 agrees with S
WZ
KK8A. So, to show this explicitly, we divide the obtained
action into several parts. the part (I): terms including p-form potentials where p > 3, the
part (II): those including C
(3)
ijk, the part (III): those including Bij , and the part (IV): the
rest part, and we compare them separately with those of SWZKK8A which we present in the
appendix.
First, we consider the part (I). This comes from the rst three terms of (13), which
are













(6))(K^0(2))2]gD:R: +   















(3))B + 2C(3)(ikB)g(K0(2))2] +    ; (33)
where ^  S^  ^i^1i^9S^i^1i^9 and (8)i1i8  ^i1i88. On the other hand, the part (I) of the
action SWZKK8A lies in the upper three lines of (45) in the appendix, which is, in fact, a
bit dierent from the part (I) of (33). However, subtracting (33) (except for the last two
terms) from the upper three lines, the dierence of the two is obtained as
fLWZKK8A − L000WZgj(I) 
1
8!
(8)  [(ikC 0(9))− (ikN (9)) + 8(ikN (8))(ikB)
−56(ikN (7))(ikB)fC(1) + jkj−2k@X(ikC(1))]: (34)
That is, these can be absorbed in the redenition of C
0(9). In other words, the two actions
are equivalent if it is shown that the dierence of the two actions can be cancelled by
redening the target-space elds, and that gauge transformations of the elds of both sides
correspond to each other. We will show this in the following.
Let us next consider the part (II), which comes from the forth term of (13) and the
last term of (33), as
L000WZj(II) = 1
23  32 









The part (II) of SWZKK8A comes from the forth line and the rst term of the fth line of
(45). The dierence of it from (35) is
fLWZKK8A −L000WZgj(II)  −
1
24  32 
(8)  [C(3)(ikC(3))2(ikB)]; (36)
In deriving (34), these equations are useful: K(1)(K(2) − K0(2)) / K(1) ^ K(1) = 0 and fK(2) +
4K(1)DXC(1)gK(2) = (K0(2))2.
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which also can be absorbed in the redenition of C
0(9). The part (III) comes from the
forth term of (13) and the sixth term of (33):
L000WZj(III) = 1
24  3!
(8)  [Bf8(@!(1))3 − 4(ikC(3))2@!(1) + (ikC(3))3g]: (37)
The part (III) of SWZKK8A comes from the second term of the fth line and the rst term
of the sixth line of (45), and the dierence of this part is





(3))2(ikB)fC(1) + jkj−2k@X(ikC(1))g] (38)
which also can be absorbed in the same way.
Finally, we consider the part (IV), the rest part of the action. We can easily see that
the last term of (13) gives the last term of (45). The rst term of the last line of (13) is
the massive term, which, in fact, has not been discussed in ref.[20]. We will discuss its
reduction at the end of this section. The rest of the part (IV) comes from the forth and











1 + e2jkj−2(ikC(1))2 
(8)  [(K0(2))4 − 8K(1)DXC(1)(K0(2))3]:(39)
To derive this, we use the second expression of (29). The second term of (39) exactly
reproduces the last line of (45). The rest part of (45) comes from the forth and the sixth
lines of (45) since gS(r) = S(r) − r  A(ikS(r)). After a little calculation, we obtain the
dierence of this part:
fLWZKK8A −L000WZgj(IV )  −
1
48
(8)  [A(ikB)(ikC(3))3]: (40)
So, in the end, the two actions are equivalent if the following eld redenition relation
of the 9-forms holds:
(ikC
0(9)) = (ikN
(9))− 8(ikN (8))(ikB) + 56(ikN (7))(ikB)fC(1) + jkj−2k()(ikC(3))g
+ 280C(3)(ikC
(3))2(ikB)
− 420B[(ikC(3))3 + 4(ikC(3))2(ikB)fC(1) + jkj−2k()(ikC(1))g]
+ 840A(ikC
(3))3(ikB): (41)
Then, all we have to do is only to show that the gauge transformations of both sides of














where the gauge parameters are identied as
(ikΩ
(8)) = −(ik^Ω^(9))178; (ikΩ(7)) = −(ik^Ω^(7))17 ; (ik(6)) = (ik^Ω^(7))158;
(ik ~) = (ik^^
(5))14 ; (ik
(4)) = −(ik^^(5))138; (2) = ^ ;  = ^8: (43)
Then, using the gauge transformations of the elds,yy we can see that the gauge trans-
formation of the r.h.s. of (41) agrees with (42) indeed ! Thus, we conclude that the WZ
action of the KK-8A brane is certainly obtained from that of the M-9-brane, and the
relation of this part in Fig.1 is also consistent.









f!(0)(@!(1))4 − 4(@!(0))!(1)(@!(1))3g: (44)
3 Conclusion and discussion
In this paper we have shown that on dimensional reductions along three dierent direc-
tions, the Wess-Zumino action of the M-9-brane respectively gives that of the D-8-brane,
the IIA NS 9-brane, and the \KK-8A brane", the last two of which were obtained via
dualities. So, we conclude that the relation of the M-9-brane with the others proposed
previously[8][16][14][17] (and represented in Fig.1) is consistent from the viewpoint of
worldvolme actions. In addition, we have proposed the massive parts of the KK-8A brane
WZ action, which had not been obtained before.
Finally, we would like to give a comment on the relation of the existence of the KK-8A
brane with spacetime superalgebras. In ref.[17][20], it is argued that the KK-8A brane
is a brane not predicted by the IIA spacetime superalgebra. However, we do not agree
with this argument. Our objection is based on the fact that the existence of the M-9-
brane, the 11D origin of the KK-8A brane, is suggested by the 11D superalgebra: In the
massive 11D theory where an isometry direction is assumed, the existence of an M-9-brane
wrapping some (012   8z)-hyperplane corresponds to a non-vanishing central charge of
yyThe gauge transformations of N (9) and N (8) are given in ref.[20], and that of N (7) is given in ref.[19]
(see also [11][18]). Note that the notation should be changed as C(3) ! −C(3); B ! −B; Ai ! −Ai.
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Z^09 = e^Z018z of the 11D superalgebra. If it is dimensionally reduced along z, it gives the
D-8-brane carrying the charge eZ018 of the IIA superalgebra as an excitation of the usual
massive IIA theory. So, in the same way, if dimensionally reduced along x8 (which is the
worldvolume direction dierent from z), it gives rise to the KK-8A brane carrying eZ 0017z
of the IIA superalgebra of another massive IIA (massive IIA’) theory, as an excitation of
the theory. So, it is concluded that the information of the existence of the KK-8A brane
is included in spacetime superalgebras.
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